THE PROBLEM

WHAT WAS
FOUND

Incitement kills.
And peace is the first victim.
For over 25 years, the Palestinian
Authority (PA) has pushed a
campaign of incitement through the
delegitimisation and demonisation of
Israel and its Jewish population.

There is a systematic insertion
of violence, martyrdom and jihad
across all grades and subjects in a
more extensive and sophisticated
manner, embracing a full spectrum of
extreme nationalist ideas and Islamist
ideologies that extend even into the
teaching of mathematics and the
sciences. The possibility of peace
with Israel is rejected. Legitimacy of
any historical Jewish presence in what
is today Israel and the Palestinian
Authority or of the current Jewish
presence in Israel, is entirely absent
from the curriculum.

Whilst their campaign of incitement
is dispersed through all levels of
Palestinian society in Judea and
Samaria (the West Bank), the PA’s
school curriculum is perhaps the
worst example, targeting as it does
the young and impressionable
amongst its citizens – children.

years, beginning with grades 1–4
(2016– 17); grades 5–11 (2017–18)
followed, with the twelfth-grade
books finally available for the 2018–19
term. Additionally, examples from
new chapters added to the 2019–20
academic year textbooks were also
assessed.
This is the first full restructuring of
the Palestinian curriculum since
2000, following the Oslo Accords.
Previously, school children in Judea
and Samaria (the West Bank) and East
Jerusalem were taught the Jordanian
curriculum while students in Gaza
used Egyptian textbooks.

Last year, the Institute for Monitoring
of Peace and Cultural Tolerance
in School Education (IMPACTse) assessed textbooks from the
Palestinian school curriculum being
taught in Judea and Samaria (the
West Bank), Gaza, East Jerusalem
and UNRWA schools for the 2019–20
academic year. This curriculum was
released over the past four school

Despite expectations that the new
curriculum would be more moderate
compared with previous curricula
taught between 2000 and 2016,
the main findings of IMPACT-se’s
analysis showed the new Palestinian
curriculum to be more radical than
those previously published, with
a marked deterioration in content
meeting UNESCO standards.

Increased Radicalisation- Newton’s
Second Law is taught through the use
of a slingshot targeting Israeli soldiers,
to explain power, mass, and tensile
strength with an image of a violent
confrontation. Calculus is taught by
counting the number of martyrs in
Palestinian uprisings. Nine-year-old
third graders recite a poem calling for
“sacrificing blood” to remove the enemy
from the land by “eliminating the
usurper” and “annihilate the remnants
of the foreigners”. The curriculum
is openly Antisemitic, teaching
Palestinian children unsubstantiated
myths and imagery that the Jews
control the world and are corrupt.
Children are taught that martyrdom
and jihad are “the most important
things in life”, and that “dying is better
than living”. Those who become

martyrs are taught they will be
rewarded with 72 virgin brides in
paradise. Terrorists such as Dalal
Mughrabi, who participated in the
1978 Coastal Road Massacre which
killed 38 Israelis including 13 children,
are glorified as role models and
heroes whose footsteps should be
followed, while terror attacks, such as
the 1972 Munich Olympics massacre,
are justified as part of a legitimate
tool of “Palestinian resistance”.
Ninth-grade Arabic students learn a
story describing a firebomb attack
on Israeli passengers traveling on
a bus, reporting the terror incident
as a “barbecue party”. Palestine’s
contiguous territory is described
as from the “river to the sea” and
LGBTQ parenthood is taught to lead
to problems in children’s mental state
and education.

Third graders learn that Jerusalem is an Arab city holy to Muslims and Christians alone, without learning about its historical connection to Jews or Judaism

Rejection of Peace- In contrast to
previous Palestinian curricula, this
new curriculum methodically omits
discussion of peace education in the
context of the conflict with Israel.
The Two-State Solution, peace
and coexistence with Israel as the
ultimate goal to resolve conflict,
are not options to be advocated
within textbooks - there is no hint
at even a possibility of solving the
conflict with Israel peacefully. Peace
agreements, summits and proposals
with Israel previously seen in PA
schoolbooks are now eliminated
such as: Yasser Arafat’s call for a
new era of coexistence, meetings
between Israelis and the PLO leading
to peace negotiations, the Annapolis
Conference, “Roadmap Plan”, Camp
David Accords, Wye River agreement,
Israel’s peace treaty with Jordan.

Legitimacy of any historical Jewish
presence in what is today Israel and
the Palestinian Authority or of the
current Jewish presence in Israel, is
entirely absent from the curriculum.

In a lesson entitles “The Cities of Palestine”,
Grade 10 students are taught that the city of
Jaffa is a Palestinian city

Jewish history and heritage are
repeatedly portrayed as forgeries;
Jewish holy places are represented as
Muslim areas usurped by the Zionists.
Examples of now-eliminated lessons
about Jewish presence and historical
roots which previously appeared in
PA schoolbooks include: Recognition
and acknowledgement of Israel and
its establishment in 1948, the name
“Israel” on two maps of a history
textbook, Jewish historical presence
and connection to Jerusalem as the
Jews’ capital for that period, Ancient
Jewish kingdoms in Palestine such as
“The Jews’ David’s Kingdom”, “the
Northern Kingdom of Israel”, “the
Kingdom of Judea”.
For Grades 2–12, one hundred
percent of social studies, history,
Arabic language, and national
education textbooks contain
problematic content. Violent wording
is spread across the Palestinian
curriculum with over 2,795 references.
73% of science books contain
problematic messaging including

violence or incitement to violence;
hatred of the Other; and radical,
inappropriate or disturbing content
including in mathematics, biology,
chemistry, life sciences and physics.

INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS TO STOP THE
RADICALISATION IN THE PA CURRICULUM
In recent years, there have been several
efforts made by the international
community to stop this radicalisation,
including from:
The UN
On August 29th 2019, the UN
Committee on the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination (CERD)
published a report calling on the
Palestinian Authority to remove all
inflammatory and discriminatory
images and text from their school
curriculum and textbooks. This report
is the first time the UN has criticised
Palestinian officials.

Grade 12 students are taught using a map
which does not use the name “Israel” nor does
it include Israeli cities such as Tel Aviv, and
completely ignores current borders and agreed
boundaries (Green Line, Gaza Strip, etc)

The EU
In September 2018, the European
Parliament’s Budget Committee
recommended to freeze €15 million in
aid to the PA Ministry of Education.
In March 2019, European Union High
Representative Federica Mogherini
announced that the EU is taking the
lead to investigate incitement and
hate in the Palestinian curriculum.
This follows passed legislation in
European Parliament in April 2018
designed to prevent EU aid to the PA
from being used to teach hate.
The UK
On January 17th, 2019 in the British
Parliament, Dame Louise Ellman MP,
then Vice Chair of Labour Friends
of Israel, proposed legislation that

would mandate that UK assistance
to the Palestinian Authority education
system complies with international
values of peace and tolerance. It
would require an annual review to
ensure compliance. The UK is a major
financial contributor to the PA.
In March 2019, the UK announced
its own participation in the EU study,
whilst the UK government’s own
review was delayed until 2020.
The US
In April 2019, the Peace and
Tolerance in Palestinian Education
Act (H.R. 2343) was introduced to
the US Congress as a bipartisan
measure. The legislation will ensure
that Congress is for the first time
reliably informed with the appropriate
empirical data, as to whether the
PA curriculum is rejecting peace
and reconciliation with Israel while
encouraging violence and hate.
Norway
In December 2019, Norway’s ruling
coalition demanded its contributions
to the PA be suspended over
incitement in school textbooks.
Norway is one of the world’s main
donors to the Palestinian Authority.
Despite these efforts, this is now the third
consecutive year that this new curriculum
is being taught without any changes
made…

WHAT CAN
BE DONE?
More needs to be done.
Children are not born to hate.
Hatred is learned and Antisemitic and
anti-Zionist hatred is being taught
in Palestinian schools, under the
direction of the Palestinian leaders.
In doing so, the Palestinian Authority
are carrying out a widespread (and
arguably unprecedented) scale of
child abuse against entire generations
of Palestinian children.
Teaching children to hate will never
lead to peace.
Whilst world leaders, international
organisations, human rights groups
and other NGOs continue to push
for a ‘Two State Solution’ comprising
an independent Palestinian state
alongside a secure Israel, the
Palestinian Authority continues to
feed its young and vulnerable a diet

SOME EXAMPLES FROM THE
TEXT BOOKS ASSESSED
of hatred, from the cradle to an oft
tragically early grave.
This education is making peace
impossible. Peace cannot happen
whilst hatred pervades and prevails.
And so it is incumbent upon all the
nations of the world to stop paying
lip service to this overt and heinous
practice and to take meaningful action
against the Palestinian Authority
until it understands that its declared
aspirations for independence cannot
and will not be recognised or realised
until it starts to educate and prepare
its children (and all of its citizens) for
the acceptance of, and peace with,
Israel.

“Science and Life”, Vol. 1, Grade 7, 2019, p. 57.
Newton’s Second Law is taught through the image of a boy with a slingshot
targeting soldiers, to explain power, mass and tensile strength.
The text, in Arabic, reads:
Newton’s Second Law:
During the first Palestinian
uprising, Palestinian youths
used slingshots to confront
the soldiers of the Zionist
Occupation and defend
themselves from their
treacherous bullets.
• What is the relationship between the elongation of the slingshot’s rubber
and the tensile strength affecting it?
• What are the forces that influence the stone after its release from the slingshot?

“I would teach peace rather
than war, love rather than hate.”
Albert Einstein

“Mathematics”, Vol. 1, Grade 4, 2019, p. 27.
Violence is inserted into science and math exercises: calculus is taught by
counting the number of martyrs in Palestinian uprisings. A photograph of a
funeral is placed next to the question.
The text, in Arabic, reads:

In Islamic education, children are taught the theme of “Grand Return” which envisages
Palestine without Israel, giving religious authority to the political claim of the Right to Return

The number of martyrs of the
First Intifada (the Intifada of
Rocks) is 2026 martyrs, and
the number of martyrs of the
Al-Aqsa Intifada is 5,050. The
number of martyrs in the two
intifadas is _________ martyrs.

“Arabic Language”, Vol. 2, Grade 5, 2019, pp. 51–61.
Dalal al-Mughrabi, the perpetrator
of the 1978 Coastal Road massacre
in which 38 Israelis (including 13
children) were murdered, is celebrated
in an entire chapter teaching Arabic
reading comprehension. A hijabstyle kufiyah is added to her portrait,
presumably for nationalistic and
Islamic effect. Fifth graders are invited
to follow in her footsteps and sacrifice
their lives.
The text, in Arabic, reads:
Dalal al-Mughrabi
Our Palestinian history is brimming
with names of martyrs who have given
their lives to the homeland, including
the martyr Dalal al-Mughrabi. Her
struggle portrays challenge and heroism, making her memory immortal in our
hearts and minds. The text in our hands speaks about one side of her struggle.

“Islamic Education”, Vol. 1, Grade 5, 2019, pp. 65, 103.
Students are encouraged to “sacrifice” for liberation of the Al-Aqsa Mosque.
They are also instructed to colour a Palestinian flag, seemingly dripping in
blood, against the backdrop of the Dome of the Rock. It is accompanied by a
map of Palestine without Israel.

“Science and Life”, Vol. 2, Grade 7, 2019, p. 30. (Previously - Science and
Life, Vol. 2, Grade 7, 2018, p. 30.)
For the cover page of a chapter teaching
chemistry, the following illustration is given.
When teaching about chemical solutions
in science. students are encouraged to
consider the use of a water and salt solution
that keeps Palestinian prisoners alive during
hunger strikes .
The text, in Arabic, reads:
Observe and think: Water and salt keep the
Palestinian prisoners alive while conducting
the empty-guts battle [hunger strike].
The following graph represents the
extent of Problematic Content found
in all textbooks, for grades 2–12, in
social studies, history, Arabic and
national education.

With regard the teaching of the
Sciences, IMPACT-se’s analysis found
that there was Problematic Material
in three-quarters of Science books
including mathematics, biology,
chemistry, life sciences and physics

Problematic Content is defined by
IMPACT-se as: violent connotations,
incitement to violence, hatred of the
Other, and radical, inappropriate or
disturbing content.

The caption, in
Arabic, reads:
The liberation of
Al-Aqsa Mosque
is the duty of the
Islamic Ummah.
Banner: I am a
Muslim; I sacrifice
for the liberation
of Al-Aqsa Mosque.

Chart 4: Percentage of Textbooks in Four Most
Troubling Subjects, Grades 2–12

Chart 14: Problematic Content in Science
Textbooks (73%)

